DEAN

DEAN
Armchair

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 801001704 | Weight 11 kg /25 lbs | Volume 0,29 m³/11 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,15 m / to be determined (plain fabric only)
Measurements

Collection: Innovative technology meets timeless design in DEAN, a collection of slingback chairs inspired by the elegance
and sophistication of America’s Cup racing yachts. DEAN features a groundbreaking die-cast aluminum frame with
hidden connectors. Compact and sporty yet shaped for ergonomic comfort, DEAN perfectly complements the SeaX
tables and chairs.
Armchair: The DEAN armchair offers exceptional comfort. The frame’s connectors are hidden for an elegant,
minimalistic appearance.
Frame: DEAN Armchair consists of a textile seat, a powder-coated aluminum frame with natural teak armrest inlays.
Characteristics: Sophisticated, refined, timeless, elegant, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Textile seat  To clean the textile seat of your furniture, use a soft cloth or soft brush, warm
water and a gentle cleanser if needed.
Powder-coated aluminum  Clean the frame structure with a soft cloth and warm water.
Natural-finish teak  Wash the teak using warm water and a soft sponge.

Color Combinations

704
pearl gray & white

000
white

Additional Items

Cover

56800001000

705
anthracite & black

329
black

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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DEAN
Lounge chair

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 801005704 | Weight 11 kg /25 lbs | Volume 0,3 m³/11 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,20 m / to be determined (plain fabric only)
Measurements

Collection: Innovative technology meets timeless design in DEAN, a collection of slingback chairs inspired by the elegance
and sophistication of America’s Cup racing yachts. DEAN features a groundbreaking die -cast aluminum frame with
hidden connectors. Compact and sporty yet shaped for ergonomic comfort, DEAN perfectly complements the SeaX
tables and chairs.
Lounge chair: The DEAN lounge chair offers exceptional deep-sitting comfort. The frame’s connectors are hidden for
an elegant, minimalistic appearance.
Frame: DEAN lounge chair consists of a textile seat, a powder-coated aluminum frame with natural teak armrest inlays.
Characteristics: Sophisticated, refined, timeless, elegant, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Textile seat  To clean the textile seat of your furniture, use a soft cloth or soft brush, warm
water and a gentle cleanser if needed.
Powder-coated aluminum  Clean the frame structure with a soft cloth and warm water.
Natural-finish teak  Wash the teak using warm water and a soft sponge.

Color Combinations

704
pearl gray & white

000
white

Additional Items

Cover

56800005000

705
anthracite & black

329
black

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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